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Abstract
As technological and analytical innovations rapidly advance our ability to reveal increasingly complex biological processes,
the importance of understanding the assumptions behind biological measurements and sources of uncertainty are essential
for data interpretation. This is particularly important in fields such as cell signaling, as due to its importance for both
homeostatic and pathogenic biological processes, a quantitative understanding of the basic mechanisms of these transient events
is fundamental to drug development. While developed decades ago, western blotting remains an indispensible research tool to
probe cell signaling, protein expression, and protein-protein interactions. While improvements in statistical and methodology
reporting have improved data quality, understanding the basic experimental assumptions and visual inspection of western blots
provides additional information that is useful when evaluating experimental conclusions. Using agonist-induced receptor posttranslational modification as an example we highlight the assumptions of western blotting and showcase how clues from raw
western blots can hint at experimental variability that is not captured by statistics and methods that influences quantification.
The purpose of this article is not to serve as a detailed review of the technical nuances and caveats of western blotting. Instead
using an example we illustrate how experimental assumptions, design, and data normalization can be identified in raw data
and influence data interpretation.

INTRODUCTION
The ability to measure and determine the uncertainty of measurements is fundamental to all science. Quantities in cell biology are inherently small, but vary across multiple scales. For instance, intracellular protein
concentrations range from pM to nM, length of cellular structures range from nm to μm, forces generated
by molecular motors in the pN range, and timescale of signaling transduction events from sub-seconds to
hours. Biological systems also interact in complicated ways with their internal and external environment,
and are dynamically changing making specific attributes difficult to measure. As a consequence, biological
measurements often result in a distribution of values. Coupled with biological complexity and the observational nature of the biological sciences, much of our current knowledge of molecular mechanisms is largely
semi-quantitative. Recent advancements in -omics approaches as well as technical and analytical improvements in microscopy, flow cytometry, and western blotting have ushered in a new era of cell biology in
which increasingly high-throughput screening and data collection are rapidly becoming feasible and minute
differences between single cells increasingly quantifiable.
A measurement consists of two parts: a value determined by a particular method as well as the uncertainty
of the measured value (Plant et al. 2018; 2014). While uncertainty is commonly defined as the experimental
variability in a measurement between replicates, in theory it is additive of all uncertainties throughout the
experimental process (BIPM 2008). One often overlooked source of uncertainty as highlighted in the Guide
to Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM), is the incomplete definition of the measurand (thing
being measured) and assumptions about what is being measured (BIPM 2008). Additionally, the possibility
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of non-representative or incomplete sampling of what was intended to be measured as well as an incomplete
definition of the measurand are common sources of uncertainty defined within the GUM (BIPM 2008). While
these additional sources of uncertainty are not always readily apparent in biological systems, the inherent
nature of biological measurements makes understanding these sources of uncertainty critically important
when interpreting research results.
While new tools are continually developed to detect protein abundance, post-translational modification
(PTM) and cell signaling – flow cytometry, FRET biosensors, microscopy, etc. (Miura, Matsuda, and Aoki
2014; Malik et al. 2012; Kelsie Eichel and Zastrow 2018; Davies et al. 2016; Harvey et al. 2008) – due to cost
and easy implementation, for almost a half-century, western blotting has been and remains an indispensable
tool for bioengineers and biologists (Burnette 2009). In this perspective we take a closer look at several
factors that may influence western blot interpretation. The purpose of this perspective is not to review
the best practices for western blotting. Several exceptional articles have previously delved into these issues
in great detail and readers are strongly encouraged to read if interested (Janes 2015; Eaton et al. 2014).
Instead we focus on assumptions and aspects of western blots that experimentalists should consider when
evaluating data.
EXPERIMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS OF WESTERN BLOTTING AND HOW THEY CAN
INFLUENCE RESULTS
While statistical analyses and the practice of plotting individual data points improve the accurate portrayal
of experimental results, additional information can be gained from looking at raw data. This is particularly
true when evaluating western blots or immunofluorescence images. One example from our research that
showcases several important factors to consider when evaluating western blots is shown in Figure 1a. The goal
of this experiment was to investigate how CXCR4 (C-X-C chemokine receptor 4) mutation (S338/39A and
S324/25A) impacts CXCR4 expression and downstream signaling. In addition to probing for total protein
and GAPDH (loading controls), CXCR4 was detected using two antibodies: UMB2 and MYC (Figure 1a).
UMB2 is a commercial monoclonal antibody that was initially marketed to detect total CXCR4. However,
it has recently been shown to be sensitive to CXCR4 PTMs (DeNies et al. 2019; Mimura-Yamamoto et al.
2017, DeNies et al. 2020). MYC is a polyclonal antibody that detects the MYC epitope tag. Experiments
were conducted in retinal pigment epithelial cells (RPE) cells overexpressing individual CXCR4 constructs
having a C-terminal MYC tag. Wildtype RPE cells have negligible endogenous CXCR4 expression and
are unresponsive to CXCL12 (CXCR4 agonist) (Steel, Murray, and Liu 2014; DeNies et al. 2019). In the
following subsections we will present specific situations where consideration of loading controls, experimental
timescales, antibody stripping, and antibody banding patterns can influence western blot interpretation.
EXAMINE THE LOADING CONTROLS TO SEE IF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS ARE
COMPERABLE
When initially evaluating a western blot, it is first important to examine the loading control. While loading
controls such as GAPDH and actin are still common practice, total protein stain should be used whenever
possible (Aldridge et al. 2008; Gilda and Gomes 2013; Dittmer and Dittmer 2006; Eaton et al. 2014).
However, when not feasible, loading controls should be confirmed to not fluctuate with experimental treatment (Eaton et al. 2014). In this case, while loading controls appear similar within each signaling time
course, WT and mutant CXCR4 (S338/39A and S324/25A) samples are different. While not ideal, loading
protein abundance variability is relatively common in experiments where multiple cell lines or +/- protein
knockdown are compared due to unaccounted factors such as differences in cell growth. However, this should
be considered when interpreting results as it could suggest that cells were not grown under the same conditions, were seeded differently or have differential growth rates. Protein concentration quantification prior
to western blotting can be used to ensure equal loading. In this case, unless sample protein concentrations
are listed, information about changes growth conditions or cell density are indistinguishable by western blot.
A second assumption is that subsequent antibody detection is within the linear range. Details of this are
explained in depth in other reviews (Janes 2015; Eaton et al. 2014) and unless western blot bands are clearly
oversaturated, it is difficult to assess by inspecting individual western blot without additional information.
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CONSIDER EXPERIMENTAL TIMESCALES WHEN EVALUATING QUANTIFICATION
For experiments with short timescales in particular (i.e. signaling experiments), a third assumption is that
total signaling protein detection remains constant between experimental time points. This is illustrated
with the UMB2 antibody detection of CXCR4 (Figure 1). The UMB2 antibody was originally thought
to detect total CXCR4, however upon agonist-addition, there is a drastic reduction in CXCR4 detection
(Figure 1 – first 4 lanes). There are several explanations for this observation. Firstly, it is possible that
CXCR4 is degraded. However, since this phenomenon happens within minutes, degradation is highly unlikely
and inconsistent with knowledge of CXCR4 trafficking (DeNies et al. 2019). Alternatively, since CXCR4
stimulus induces receptor internalization, it is possible that CXCR4 is more difficult to extract from different
intracellular compartments. However, investigation of CXCR4 detection using a second antibody (MYC)
revealed that this is not the case as MYC detection is not lost upon agonist-addition (Figure 1 – first 4 lanes)
– this has been confirmed in the literature (DeNies et al. 2019). A third explanation is that upon receptor
stimulus there is a change in the ability for the UMB2 antibody to detect CXCR4 which is most likely due to
CXCR4 PTM as agonist-induced CXCR4 PTM is well established in the region where the UMB2 antibody
recognizes CXCR4 (DeNies et al. 2019; Busillo et al. 2010; Luo et al. 2017; Marchese and Benovic 2001).
While the UMB2 antibody has become a useful research tool to study CXCR4 (DeNies et al. 2019; MimuraYamamoto et al. 2017; DeNies et al. 2020), understanding why there is a change in antibody detection can
provide useful information regarding quantification accuracy. This phenomenon is not unique to CXCR4 as
changes in protein localization, PTM, or structure are often essential for proper protein function. However,
understanding experimental design caveats can provide critical information about the underlying biological
principles investigated.
CONSIDER HOW WESTERN BLOT STRIPPING CAN INFLUENCE DATA QUANTIFICATION
Incomplete stripping is another common western blotting issue that can lead to inaccurate data quantification. This is particularly true when evaluating signaling cascade activity using phospho-specific antibodies.
It is common that phospho and total signaling protein antibodies are raised in the same species – i.e. both
are anti-rabbit. Therefore, removal of the phospho-specific antibody is required to obtain both total and
phospho-specific band quantifications on the same blot. However, failure to properly remove the phosphospecific antibody can lead to inaccurate quantification. One example of this is shown in Figure 2. In this
experiment, we monitored CXCL12-induced ERK1/2 phosphorylation in RPE cells overexpressing WT or
mutant CXCR4 (Figure 2). The western blot was imaged both pre- and post-antibody stripping. As expected prior to antibody stripping, CXCL12 robustly induces ERK1/2 phosphorylation (Figure 2). However,
while less pronounced, phospho-ERK1/2 staining persists after antibody stripping (Figure 2). As a result,
subsequent staining using a total ERK1/2 antibody of the same species or staining for a different protein
with a similar molecular weight would lead to inaccurate quantification. One way to bypass this limitation
is to use a total-ERK1/2 antibody that is raised in a different species thereby removing the necessity for blot
stripping and reprobing (Figure 2). While in this example the presence of incomplete stripping is visible by
eye, this is not always the case and can still influence data quantification as primary antibody remains. While
the fact that stripping buffers may not remove primary antibodies is commonly acknowledged in stripping
buffer specifications, in practice this is readily disregarded. Oftentimes stripping and reprobing blots does
not change the overall data interpretation and is necessary due to limited resources (imaging channels) and
lack of validated antibodies raised in different species.
One example of this is shown in Figure 1 lanes 1-4. As we established earlier, UMB2 detection is negatively
correlated with CXCR4 PTM. Therefore in this scenario the MYC antibody is the total signaling protein
antibody and UMB2 is PTM sensitive. Close inspection of the staining shows that there is a visible decrease
in MYC detection at later time points (i.e. lane 1 vs. lane 4). This is not biologically relevant as we have previously confirmed that CXCR4 is not degraded or differentially extracted at the 20 min stimulus time point
(DeNies et al. 2019). While most of the UMB2 staining is removed by stripping, some residual antibody
remains. Therefore, earlier time points with higher UMB2 detection have higher background UMB2 detec-
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tion, which is subsequently detected in the MYC quantification. This breaks the third assumption of western
blotting that the total signaling protein is constant during the experiment. In this case, when normalizing
UMB2 to MYC detection to quantify CXCR4 PTM, this leads to an underestimate for actual CXCR4 PTM
but does not impact the data conclusion – that CXCL12-induces CXCR4 PTM. Only inspection of the raw
western blots allows this information to become evident to the reader. One way to quantify the extent
of incomplete western blot stripping is to re-probe the freshly stripped blot with secondary antibody and
re-image. In theory if all antibody was stripped from the blot, the resulting blot should have no staining.
However, if antibodies were not completely removed, a similar banding pattern to the pre-stripped blot
would be observed and, as describe in the aforementioned UMB2 and MYC staining example, can influence
quantification. While in many experiments this should not impact overall interpretation, in the case of comparisons between WT and mutant proteins or +/- genetic knockdown, this may change data interpretation
as well as statistical significance if incomplete stripping is not consistent between experimental samples.
A more realistic experimental situation, where mutant and WT CXCR4 expression and agonist-induced
receptor PTM are investigated is illustrated in the subsequent western blot lanes (Figure 1; lanes 5-12).
CXCR4 S338/39A and CXCR4 S324/25A are phospho-null mutant receptors of biological relevant serine
residues that regulate CXCR4 internalization and signaling (Busillo et al. 2010). As described earlier and
illustrated in Figure 1, mutation of just 2 residues in this case can have drastic implications in term of
CXCR4 detection using the UMB2 antibody. We found that at the 0 min time point S338/39A mutant
UMB2 detection was drastically higher compared to WT, while the S324/25A mutant UMB2 detection was
negligible (Figure 1). Superficially, this could suggest that S338/39A increases CXCR4 expression while
the S324/25A mutant is poorly expressed. However, investigation again with the MYC antibody clarifies
that the S324/25A mutant is expressed (Figure 1; lanes 9-12). Again, there are several hypotheses that may
explain why this occurs. It is possible that S324/25A completely prevents CXCR4 UMB2 antibody detection
due to a change in structure or leads to a different CXCR4 PTM state the decreased UMB2 antibody affinity.
In contrast, S338/39A detection with both the UMB2 and MYC antibody was elevated compared to WT
CXCR4 suggesting that these mutations may have attenuated degradation and possibly PTM (Figure 1).
Further comparisons of how agonist-induced PTM is influenced by CXCR4 mutation further highlights the
difficulty of solely relying on these data for interpretation as incomplete stripping differentially impacts the
MYC detection of each of these receptors and decoupling of receptor mutation from CXCR4 detectability is
not possible in this data alone (Figure 1). These are important questions that should be considered when
evaluating western blots and can only be evaluated by raw data inspection. In this case the interpretation
of the presented results are confounding and additional lines of evidences are necessary for interpretation.
EVALUATE ANTIBODY BANDING PATTERNS TO IDENTIFY POTENIAL QUANTIFICATION LIMITATIONS
Another important aspect to consider when evaluating western blots is antibody-banding pattern. While
it is well established that protein PTMs such as ubiquitination or phosphorylation can influence protein
migration on SDS-PAGE gels, the phospho-specific antibody should detect a subset of the total antibody
detection bands – in this example total antibody refers to the total detection of a single protein such as
the total ERK1/2 antibody. In our experiment, this condition was met as the UMB2 detection bands
are contained within a subset of the MYC (Figure 1). Failure of this assumption can have similar effects
to incomplete stripping and inaccurate quantification. Additionally, when evaluating short timescale time
course data it is important to consider the experimental approach used to collect data as this can be a source
of uncertainty particularly at early time points. Assume that it takes approximately 30 seconds to take cells
from the incubator, remove media, and prep samples for protein extraction. In this case, a 1 min stimulus is
in practice closer to 1.5 min – a 50% increase in stimulus time. At later time points, this is less of an issue as
20.5 min vs. 20 min is only a 2.5% increase in stimulus time. Complications arise when collecting data from
multiple samples as the order of experiments can lead to unintended but relevant differences in collection
time. Therefore, caution should be used when evaluating experiments with short timescales. Among other
approaches to mitigate these limitations, conducting all post-experiment processes on ice or using technology
(such as microfluidics) to precisely add ligands and lyse cells can be used to improve accuracy (Chylek et al.
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2014).
While the caveats described in this section are illustrated through comparison of WT and mutant CXCR4
PTM, the core assumptions are broadly applicable to other western blotting experiments as well as other
techniques such as microscopy.
HOW DO WESTERN BLOTTING ASSUMPTIONS INFLUENCE QUANTIFICATION?
In the aforementioned section, we highlighted some of the caveats to consider in western blotting experiments.
In this section, we will illustrate how they can influence quantification and interpretation. The first step
in quantification is data normalization. While technical and experimental variability between experimental
replicates make this step necessary, normalization protocols can drastically influence result interpretation.
To illustrate this, a simple hypothetical case is illustrated in Figure 3A. In this experiment, total protein
loading is assumed constant and we are making a comparison between a control and treatment (i.e. inhibitors,
knockdown, mutant protein etc.) group at 0 and 5 min post-stimulus. One approach seen in the literature
is to normalize values to the initial pre-treatment sample (Figure 3B (i)). An issue with this approach is
that typically pre-treatment (no stimulus in the case) samples have significantly lower signal-to noise-ratios
compared to later time points in this case when the intensity is much higher. As illustrated in Figure 3B
(i) by doing so, minor changes in the base of the normalization can have significant implications on the
relative change in the signal. While the reciprocal approach mitigates many of the concerns of amplifying
value uncertainty to other samples as maximum values have a higher signal to noise ratio, this approach does
not permit comparisons between maximum values between multiple treatments (Figure 3B (ii)). A third
strategy builds on this approach and normalizes samples to the “maximum value time point” of the control
experiment. Using this approach, the issue of inter-western blot variability is limited and by normalizing
to the maximum or close to maximum value, concerns of amplifying value uncertainty to other time points
is greatly reduced (Figure 3B (iii)). Additionally, by normalizing to the maximum value of the control,
comparisons between maximum signaling values of different treatments is possible. However, due to the
normalization, the uncertainty of the control maximum value is not considered and the assumption that the
treatment does not significantly influence other secondary factors such as signaling protein expression need
to be considered. While the practice of multiple normalization should be limited whenever possible, when
used it is imperative to describe the approach explicitly in figure legends and methods.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR CELL SIGNALING EXPERIMENTS
In part due to the recent discoveries of the importance of compartmentalization of receptor signaling, a
common approach to study the role of a particular organelle or protein in regulating signaling is to transiently knockdown or knockout a protein of interest and measure the effect of receptor signaling (Garay et al.
2015; English, Mahn, and Marchese 2018; Rosselli-Murai et al. 2018; DeNies et al. 2019; K. Eichel, Jullié,
and von Zastrow 2016). However, due to the importance of many of these proteins, potential compensatory
pathways, and multiple uses of many of proteins involved in endocytic trafficking it is important to consider
secondary affects of knockdowns/knockouts on receptor signaling and attempt to decouple secondary effects
when possible (Liberali and Pelkmans 2012). Recent work has estimated that over 50% of human proteins
have multiple intracellular localizations (Thul et al. 2017). One classical example from endocytic trafficking
is that clathrin-mediated endocytosis occurs at both the plasma membrane and Golgi apparatus (Wu et
al. 2003) (Figure 4). Additionally, recent work from our lab has shown that a ubiquitination-deficient CXCR4 mutant receptor artificially localizes to intracellular compartments (DeNies et al. 2020). Compared to
WT, this mutant receptor has reduced signaling and agonist-dependent PTM. However, without additional
experiments it would not be possible to determine whether these observations were due to the change in
receptor localization or mutation. To attempt to decouple these affects, we generated additional constructs
that restored mutant receptor plasma membrane localization to confirm that these defects were indeed due
to receptor mutation and not localization (DeNies et al. 2020). Likewise, due to the fundamental importance of signal transduction and receptor regulation, cells have evolved multiple compensatory pathways to
control receptor endocytosis. Multiple receptors have been shown to be internalized by both clathrin- and
clathrin-independent endocytic mechanisms (Figure 4) (Di Guglielmo et al. 2003; Sigismund et al. 2005) and
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research on Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) has revealed that these changes are to due ligand
concentration-dependent receptor PTMs (Sigismund et al. 2005; 2013). Additionally when relating signaling
potential back to receptor expression it is also important to consider the spare receptor hypothesis as it has
been shown that activation of only a subset of receptors is necessary for maximal signaling (Brown et al.
1992). This is particularly true when evaluating the signaling potential of receptors when treatment (i.e. WT
vs. mutant receptor, protein knockdown etc.) affects receptor trafficking or expression. Lastly, it is important
to note that truly rigorous and robust science is ideally supported by multiple methodologies and whenever
possible, alternative approaches implemented to test initial conclusions (Munafò and Smith 2018; Kaelin Jr
2017).
CONCLUSION
Innovation, creativity, and pushing the limits of technology and research methodologies are fundamental
to scientific innovation. Unfortunately, a byproduct of this process is the increased likelihood of honest
yet irreplicable results. The failure to replicate could result from heterogenous factors that include lack of
standardization to report and share experimental protocols, poor experimental design statistical problem
or biases in hypothesis testing. In this work, we illustrate another important factor that could be playing
an important role in the failure to reproduce: the fundamental assumptions made to carry out biological
measurements. We believe implementation of core metrology principles within receptor signaling has the potential not only reduce replicability issues but more importantly facilitate discoveries that approach absolute
scientific truth. Throughout this article, we have revisited the fundamental assumptions of western blotting
and highlighted important features to consider when evaluating western blot data that contribute to data
uncertainty.
As the bioengineering and biological sciences become more quantitative, the replicability of measurements
between different research groups is the minimum gold standard of science. The culture of replicability
requires members of the scientific community to become responsible for the gold standards of reporting
measurement protocols and assumptions. These gold standards do not inhibit novelty and significance, but
carefully ensure the validity of research findings and whether those finding support the conclusions presented
in the research. While western blotting was highlighted in this work, many of the core concepts are applicable
to other methodologies used to measure bioengineering, cell signaling and cell biology processes in general.
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Figure 1: Western blotting assumptions are not always true. Representative western blot of non-posttranslationally modified (UMB2) and total CXCR4 (MYC) detection for WT and serine mutant receptors
(S338/39A and S324/25A). Total Protein and GAPDH staining illustrate protein loading for each replicate. Experimental methods: RPE cells overexpressing CXCR4 were grown to 75% confluence a treated
with fresh FBS (10%) supplemented media (Gibco PN: 11330-032) 24 hours before the experiment. Cells
were serum starved for 4 hours and treated with 12.5 nM CXCL12 (R&D Systems PN: 350-NS-050) for
the described time course. Lysates were extracted using RIPA buffer (Pierce PN: 89900) supplemented
with protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Thermo Scientific PN: and respectively) and incubated ice for 20
minutes and centrifuged at 16,100g for 45 minutes at 4°C. Loading buffer supplemented with beta mercaptoethanol was added to denature lysates and samples were loaded on a 4-20% BioRad gel and transferred
onto PVDF membranes using the iBlot system mixed range transfer (Thermo Scientific). Total protein was
quantified using the REVERT Total Protein Stain (LiCor PN: 926-11016). Afterwards, blots were blocked
with 5% BSA (Thermo Scientific PN: 37520) in TBST for 1 hour and incubated with primary antibodies
ms-GAPDH (1:1000), rb-UMB2 (1:2000) overnight at 4°C. Blots were incubated with secondary antibodies
(Gt anti ms-700, gt anti rb-800) for 1 hour in 5% BSA in TBST and imaged using the LiCor Odyssey SA
Imaging System. Afterwards, blots were stripped using NewBlot stripping buffer (LiCor PN:928-40032) per
manufacture instructions and reprobed with rb-MYC antibody (1:5000) as described above. UMB2 antibody
7
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was purchased from ABCAM (PN: Ab124824), MYC from Bethyl (PN: A190-105A) and GAPDH from Santa
Cruz Biotechnology (PN: sc-47724). Secondary antibodies were purchased from Invitrogen (PN: SA535571
and 35518).

Figure 2: Example of incomplete western blot stripping. Phospho-ERK1/2 detection pre and post-antibody
stripping. Total ERK1/2 staining is shown as a loading control. Experimental methods: RPE cells overexpressing WT or mutant CXCR4 were grown to 75% confluence a treated with fresh FBS (10%) supplemented
media (Gibco PN: 11330-032) 24 hours before the experiment. Cells were serum starved for 4 hours and
treated with 12.5 nM CXCL12 (R&D Systems PN: 350-NS-050) for the described time course. Lysates were
extracted using RIPA buffer (Pierce PN: 89900) supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors
(Thermo Scientific PN: and respectively) and incubated ice for 20 minutes and centrifuged at 16,100g for 45
minutes at 4°C. Loading buffer supplemented with beta mercaptoethanol was added to denature lysates and
samples were loaded on a 4-20% BioRad gel and transferred onto PVDF membranes using the iBlot system
mixed range transfer (Thermo Scientific). Blots were blocked with 5% BSA (Thermo Scientific PN: 37520) in
TBST for 1 hour and incubated with primary antibodies ms-Total-ERK1/2 (1:1000), rb-phospho-ERK1/2
(1:2000) in 5% BSA in TBST overnight at 4°C. Blots were incubated with secondary antibodies (Gt anti
ms-700, gt anti rb-800) for 1 hour in 5% BSA in TBST and imaged using the LiCor Odyssey SA Imaging
System. Afterwards, blots were stripped using NewBlot stripping buffer (LiCor PN:928-40032) and imaged
again to determine antibody stripping efficacy. Total and phospho-ERK1/2 antibodies were purchased from
Cell Signaling Technologies (PN: 9107S and 4370S respectively). Secondary antibodies were purchased from
Invitrogen (PN: SA535571 and 35518).
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Figure 3: Normalization methodology can influence result interpretation. (A ) Hypothetical western blot
results for a control and treatment experiment. Circles diameters are representative of western blot band
intensities and are listed. (B ) Quantification of hypothetical western blot results illustrating that normalizing
to samples with low signal to noise ratio can propagate error throughout normalization and influence result
interpretation. For this representation, noise was assumed to be constant for each sample. (i) Hypothetical
quantification of data when normalized to the 0 min time point of each treatment (i.e. normalizing value:
0.1 and 0.01 for the control and treatment respectively). (ii) Hypothetical quantification of data when
normalized to 5 minute time point of each condition (i.e. normalizing value: 1 and 0.91 for the control
and treatment respectively). (iii) Hypothetical quantification of data when normalized to the 5 minute time
point of the control condition (i.e. normalizing value: one for all samples).
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Figure 4: Unintended secondary effects of a treatment can influence result interpretation. A schematic
representation of endocytic trafficking that highlights some facts to consider when interpreting receptorsignaling experiments. As illustrated by the schematic, receptors can internalize by different and potentially
compensatory endocytic mechanisms. Additionally, clathrin-mediated endocytosis occurs at both the plasma
membrane and Golgi, therefore it is important to consider the multiple roles of proteins in cells when
conducting isolated knockdown/knockouts experiments as it is possible that the observed effect on cell
signaling might be due to a secondary effect of the treatment or genetic perturbation. While this schematic
is by no means all encompassing, it highlights some areas that should be considered when designing and
interpreting receptor-signaling experiments. Different types of receptors are illustrated in different colors,
clathrin triskelia by magenta lattice like structure and dynamin2 by the rope like structure. Internal cellular
structures, as well as, the flow of receptors within the cell labeled.
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